Flow compensation in balanced SSFP sequences.
In balanced steady-state free precession (b-SSFP) sequences, uncompensated first-order moments of encoding gradients induce a nonconstant phase evolution for moving spins within the excitation train, resulting in signal loss and image artifacts. To restore these flow-related phase perturbations, "pairing" of consecutive phase-encoding (PE) steps is compared with a fully flow-compensated sequence using compensating gradient waveforms along all three encoding directions. In volunteer studies, the quality of images acquired with the "pairing" technique was comparable to that of images obtained with the fully flow-compensated technique, regardless of the selected view-ordering scheme used for data acquisition. Nevertheless, the results of phantom experiments indicate that the pairing technique becomes ineffective at flow velocities exceeding roughly 0.5-1 m/s. Consequently, the additional scan time required to null the first gradient moments in a flow-compensated b-SSFP sequence makes the "pairing" technique preferable for applications in which slow to moderate flow velocities can be expected.